
Methodology

The survey was conducted amongst 1,000 UK consumers. 39.5% of the respondents were male whilst 60.5% were female. 30% were 18-34 years-olds, 
43% were 35-54 year-olds and 27% were over 54 years old.

About Toluna QuickSurveys

A global panel community of over 4.8 million individuals across 39 countries, the Toluna Community powers ‘AskToluna’. Unlike other panel 
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Whilst consumers are open to receiving loyalty initiatives relatively 
regularly, the results again emphasise how important it is to allow 
customers to set their own individual preferences:

I’ve Gotta Get a Message to You

Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow?

Conclusion 

A majority of consumers are happy to receive loyalty initiatives via mobile 
channels from brands they use – although there are still big opportunities 
for marketers to improve the relevancy and segmentation of messaging to 
accommodate individual customers’ communication preferences.

The majority of consumers are happy to receive loyalty o�ers on their mobiles:

Loyalty o�ers exclusively delivered via mobile are gaining widespread acceptance, 
with two-thirds of consumers happy to do away with physical loyalty cards:

All mobile channels have a role to play for consumers, making it vital for brands 
to carefully canvass customers’ individual preferences.

From Me to You

 Send Me Some Lovin’

Send a little love my way:
Consumer preferences around receiving 
loyalty offers via mobile channels

would be 
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Untapped potential

The �rst point to note is that 76% of respondents haven’t received loyalty o�ers via their 
mobile – even though 34% of these would be happy to. This means that out of every 100 
consumers, 34 are NOT receiving loyalty o�ers by mobile but would like to. Big opportunities 
are still to be found as marketers get to grips with mobile channels.

Segment for success

The �ndings suggest that all mobile channels can play an important role in delivering loyalty 
initiatives to customers – however the array of options makes it vital for brands to canvass 
each customer's individual preferences and segment their loyalty o�ers to match. Consumers 
want to feel that branded mobile communications are received on their own terms and are 
open to receiving loyalty o�ers as long as they are relevant, personal and engaging: 
high quality, well-segmented loyalty o�ers will be well-received.

Apps to grow?

As a relatively new and highly targetable channel, it is reasonable to assume that app-based 
loyalty o�ers will only increase in both frequency and consumer acceptance. Marketers using 
apps are naturally able to talk to customers about very speci�c topics and can target highly 
relevant loyalty messaging to customers at moments when they are most receptive and 
engaged.

Integration can aid acceptance

The �ndings imply a healthy opportunity for mobile and physical channels to be used in 
conjunction to increase the reach and convenience of customer loyalty initiatives. It can be  
more economical and �exible for brands to deliver loyalty initiatives via mobile channels and a 
majority of consumers are happy to receive o�ers this way; but it would be prudent to have a 
complementary mobile-and-physical approach to help the signi�cant minority acclimatise to 
mobile channels and avoid alienating less digitally savvy customers. Again, as always, 
relevancy and customer choice are king.
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